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500 Appetizers is filled with 500 mouthwatering recipes, accompanied by full-color phtography
and clear and easy-to-use directions. Filled with tips on how to select the right ingredients and

then steps to make and present the laundry for absolutely perfect results; Packed with fresh
suggestions for serving and preparing crudites, crostinis, skewers, and sweets. and healthy, low-
fat and low glucose snacks. advanced starters to serve before supper; An introductory section
covers all preparation and cooking essentials: techniques, equipment, ingredients, conversions
and troubleshooting Appetizers for every event - from elegant canapes to set with cocktails
and wine, to fun pizza bits for kids' parties; this truly may be the only appetizer compendium

you'll ever need.
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Great addition to the 500 recipe series The 500 appetizers provides 125 recipes for a number
of appetizers, salads and tapas from everyday to exotic variations. Each of the 125 dishes
has four minor variations that tweak that into a different version by adding a new flavor
profile.. The book is split into different chapters (chips and sticks, dips and salsas, mini mouthfuls,
big bites, etc. In our family, we enjoy an annual expanded family "appetizer" cook-off. It
includes people of all age range and taste choices.) and each one of these chapters contain
about 10 recipes. Not worth much EASILY had paid a high price for this, I'd be very upset.
Only discovered one recipe that I would use. The recipient aren't extremely original or creative.
I would not reccomend this to anyone. GREAT LITTLE Reserve. Like all of the books in the series
this gives excellent dishes that are customizable so if you are aware of flavors you can easily
create your very own variation..FUN, TOO! It includes a wide variety including a big Asian
section and addresses some unique ideas...sort of (usually) friendly competition, with a
declared winner. In addition, it has a comprehensive dip section for all those looking to explore
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that field. This year, I will be the without doubt winner. My only problem, can I find the self-
discipline to narrow down to one or two of the fun, imaginative appetizers? Amazon reader
reviews led me to this book, one of a string. I hope to collect them all. Did not such as this book
at all Did not such as this book at all!. Love these books! There are nice recipes, however, not
the ordinary everyday ones I was expecting, its a nice book, if I had an opportunity to see
inside and look i'd have declined Interesting and Unique Recipes We was hired to create hors
d'oeuvres for a Rotary group that meets every Monday night and I purchased 3 recipe books
from Amazon for ideas. I've tried out many of the recipes from this book, up to now, and I am
really pleased with this book. The "Cannellini Bean and Pesto Dip" is excellent. 500 Appetizers
This book had lots of things I'd like to try, and will try. Four Stars nice ideas Don't bother! It was
easy to see how I possibly could alter some of the ingredients to match my preferences and
lifestyles--and the alternate recipes given were great aswell. Very good appetizer cook book..
I love these 500 *** cookbooks. Whatever the subject, I always find some fun and unusual
things to try producing. The appetizer book was no different. We used a number of the dishes
when planning a wine and cheese party. These were a big hit! Five Stars Great ideas in this
book ! There are nice recipes, however, not the normal everyday ones I . This is simply not a
book of 500 recipes, more like 100 with variants that any moron could find out. One of those
times I should have not really ordered a cookbook on-line but attended a bookstore and
viewed it 1st. And the variations can be as basic as substituting a different spice. Not many off
the beaten track recipes that only a chef would attempt. This book provides everything from
quick bite appetizers to more substantial appetizers for tapas dinners. What follows by the end
of the chapter is definitely numerous variations of the ten recipes. Overall a great job and for
those who frequently host parties they will find this publication very helpful.. I was longing for
appetisers I could serve at a supper, but these are more the tiny bites you would pass around
at a party. I wasn't worked up about any of them. Extremely disappointed. So like another
reviewer pointed out, this is not a really book of 500 dishes, but a book of about 100, with
numerous variants. I was very disappointed in this book and would not recommend. Want I
could return it
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